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Precision at the Speed of Life
ACUSON SC2000 Ultrasound System PRIME

Answers for life.

ACUSON
SC2000
Ultrasound
System PRIME
When it comes to cardiovascular
medicine, every heartbeat, every
second, every image counts.
Each procedure is a race that demands
balance between detailed analysis and
fast decisions—a task that requires not
just visual information but fast,
actionable understanding.
The ACUSON SC2000™ ultrasound
system PRIME is engineered to give
you everything you need to make
informed, critical decisions without
missing a beat, arming you with
a complete, anatomical picture
of your patient’s heart. With
innovations such as simultaneous
anatomy and blood flow visualization
with real-time volume color Doppler
and aortic and mitral valve 3D
modeling, this premier volume
ultrasound system delivers all the
information you need in the
moments it matters most.
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The Whole Story of Every Heart
True diagnostic understanding requires anatomic precision.
That’s why the ACUSON SC2000 PRIME is built to provide
up to 90°x90° real-time imaging with volume color Doppler.
This technology helps enable you to simultaneously visualize
anatomy and flow—even in patients with arrhythmias.
True volume TEE transducer
for clinically meaningful
visualization of every beat of
every patient

Hands-free image optimization
for consistent, crystalline
images without the need for
manual adjustments

Real-time volume color Doppler
for accurate, continuous, high
volume rate blood flow
visualization, beat by beat

IN Focus coherent technology
for high-quality, highresolution imaging focused
across the entire field of view

Engineered for Action
The ACUSON SC2000 PRIME is designed to accelerate
your clinical decision-making through a fast, comprehensive,
and reproducible analysis of the heart. This versatile
system provides high-speed, high-quality imaging across
all routine echo and echo-guided interventions.

Accelerated Analysis
The ACUSON SC2000 PRIME is engineered to drive rapid,
insight-based decisions. It features the eSie Valves™ advanced
analysis package, which provides fast, automated, and
comprehensive analysis of valvular anatomy and function.
Automated measurements
of the aortic and mitral
valves—including annulus
and leaflets for a more
comprehensive analysis

Valve modeling for fast
anatomical visualization and
understanding

Streamlined ventricular
quantification for rapid,
Knowledge-based applications reliable, and reproducible
for consistent, automated
2D and 3D TTE data
quantification in every mode

Fully-shielded TEE
transducer for streamlined
procedures free from
electromagnetic interference,
such as Bovie
Efficient, intuitive user
interface and ergonomic
transducers for easy,
efficient operation and
reduced operator strain

Quick scans and
measurements for actionable
information the moment
it’s needed
2D and 3D TTE, TEE, and ICE
transducers for a seamless,
complete solution across your
diverse procedural demands

To fully experience the
ACUSON SC2000 PRIME,
contact your local Siemens
representative to schedule
a demonstration.
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